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Abstract

Previous work has found that as the surface warms the large-scale tropical circulations weaken, convective anvil cloud fraction

decreases, and atmospheric static stability increases. Circulation changes inevitably lead to changes in the humidity and

cloud fields which influence the surface energetics. The exchange of mass between the boundary layer and the midtroposphere

has also been shown to weaken in global climate models. What has remained less clear is how robust these changes in the

circulation are to different representations of convection, clouds, and microphysics in numerical models. We use simulations

from the Radiative-Convective Equilibrium Model Intercomparison Project (RCEMIP) to investigate the interaction between

overturning circulations, surface temperature, and atmospheric moisture. We analyze the underlying mechanisms of these

relationships using a 21-member model ensemble that includes both general circulation models and cloud resolving models. We

find a large spread in the change of intensity of the overturning circulation. Both the range of the circulation intensity, and its

change with warming can be explained by the range of the mean upward vertical velocity. There is also a consistent decrease

in the exchange of mass between the boundary layer and the midtroposphere. However, the magnitude of the decrease varies

substantially due to the range of responses in both mean precipitation and mean precipitable water. This work implies that

despite well understood thermodynamic constraints, there is still a considerable ability for the cloud fields and the precipitation

efficiency to drive a substantial range of tropical convective responses to warming.
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Key Points:7

‚ The overturning tropical circulation weakens as the surface warms in the major-8

ity of RCE models examined.9

‚ The inter-model spread of the change with warming can be explained by the mean10

upward velocity at 500 hPa.11

‚ Variability of the clear-sky heating and static stability result in large variations12

of the subsidence velocity.13
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Abstract14

Previous work has found that as the surface warms the large-scale tropical circu-15

lations weaken, convective anvil cloud fraction decreases, and atmospheric static stabil-16

ity increases. Circulation changes inevitably lead to changes in the humidity and cloud17

fields which influence the surface energetics. The exchange of mass between the bound-18

ary layer and the midtroposphere has also been shown to weaken in global climate mod-19

els. What has remained less clear is how robust these changes in the circulation are to20

different representations of convection, clouds, and microphysics in numerical models.21

We use simulations from the Radiative-Convective Equilibrium Model Intercomparison22

Project (RCEMIP) to investigate the interaction between overturning circulations, sur-23

face temperature, and atmospheric moisture. We analyze the underlying mechanisms of24

these relationships using a 21-member model ensemble that includes both general cir-25

culation models and cloud resolving models. We find a large spread in the change of in-26

tensity of the overturning circulation. Both the range of the circulation intensity, and27

its change with warming can be explained by the range of the mean upward vertical ve-28

locity. There is also a consistent decrease in the exchange of mass between the bound-29

ary layer and the midtroposphere. However, the magnitude of the decrease varies sub-30

stantially due to the range of responses in both mean precipitation and mean precipitable31

water. This work implies that despite well understood thermodynamic constraints, there32

is still a considerable ability for the cloud fields and the precipitation efficiency to drive33

a substantial range of tropical convective responses to warming.34

Plain Language Summary35

Tropical large-scale overturning circulations are expected to weaken with warm-36

ing. This weakening is the result of precipitation increasing at a slower rate than does37

atmospheric water vapor. Because precipitation and water vapor are important measures38

of how energy flows through the atmosphere it is important to understand how they will39

respond to a warming climate. We use two methods to calculate the change of the over-40

turning circulation in 21 different numerical models that simulate the tropical atmosphere.41

This group of models includes high resolution models that resolve cloud systems, and42

global models with grid-spacing of about 100 km. We show that a weakening circula-43

tion that results from increasing stability, atmospheric cooling, and latent heat flux from44

the surface is a robust result across most models. But across the group of models there45

is a large range of magnitudes in the response of the circulation to warming. This vari-46

ability is well explained by the magnitude of the mean upward vertical velocity. High47

resolution models do not narrow the range of responses. Narrowing this range of responses48

will depend on developing a better understanding of what drives the variations in sta-49

bility, surface fluxes of latent energy, and relative humidity.50

1 Introduction51

Progress has been made in recent work that has contributed to a better understand-52

ing of how Earth’s climate will respond to increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases53

(GHG). The expected global mean thermodynamic and hydrologic response to GHG forc-54

ing is becoming clearer and the range of anticipated feedback responses to GHG forc-55

ing is narrowing (Sherwood et al., 2020). However, predicting and understanding how56

dynamic circulations, local feedback processes, and regional precipitation characteris-57

tics will adjust to changes in the climate remains challenging (Shepherd, 2014; Voigt &58

Shaw, 2015). The circulation of the atmosphere is a critical determining factor in the59

location of regional changes to weather and climate, with direct consequences for soci-60

ety. While changes of circulation are predicted to result from the warming of Earth’s cli-61

mate, there is a large range in the circulation patterns and characteristics projected by62

the current generation of comprehensive global climate models.63
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There is evidence that the Earth’s large-scale overturning circulation, often char-64

acterized by the Hadley and Walker Circulations, will decrease in strength as the global65

mean temperature increases. A decrease with warming of the convective mass flux of the66

atmosphere has been shown to be a straightforward result of atmospheric thermodynamic67

constraints (Betts & Ridgway, 1988; Held & Soden, 2006). This weakening tropical over-68

turning circulation is a robust feature of many global climate models (Knutson & Man-69

abe, 1995; Held & Soden, 2006; Vecchi & Soden, 2007; Bony et al., 2013; Medeiros et al.,70

2015). Physical understanding of this decrease can be traced back to Betts and Ridg-71

way (1988) who showed that because a typical rate of increase of precipitation (often ∼72

2%/K) is weaker than the increase of water vapor that is constrained by the Clausius-73

Clapeyron (CC) relation (∼ 7%/K), a slowdown of the mass exchange between the at-74

mospheric boundary layer (BL) and the overlying troposphere can be expected. Increas-75

ing surface temperatures can also lead to an increase of the atmospheric static stabil-76

ity (Bony et al., 2016). The deep, convective activity in the tropics acts to drive the am-77

bient temperature towards the moist adiabat. Gravity waves then act to quickly drive78

most of the tropical troposphere towards the temperature that is largely set by the deep79

convection. Both the deep convection and the overturning circulation influence the amount80

of water vapor in the free-troposphere which, in combination with the tropospheric tem-81

perature, acts to determine the atmospheric radiative cooling that constrains the domain82

mean precipitation. This picture of warming-induced changes that include a weakening83

tropical circulation and subsidence velocity along with an increasing static stability and84

residence time of water vapor has become fairly clear in the literature of recent decades85

(Jenney et al., 2020).86

However, some important questions remain. For example, how robustly do mod-87

els of RCE represent these warming induced changes to the circulation? How does the88

circulation response to warming in RCE simulations compare between General Circu-89

lation Models (GCMs) and Cloud-system Resolving Models (CRMs) despite the large90

difference in grid-spacing of the two model types? Many previous studies have looked91

at overturning circulations in observations or in general circulation models (GCMs) in92

which the circulations are clearly linked to large-scale temperature gradients, spatial dif-93

ferences in the insolation, and the rotation of Earth (e.g., Held & Soden, 2006; Medeiros94

et al., 2015). The large-scale circulations of RCE simulations are driven not by large-95

scale temperature gradients at the surface or in the insolation, but by a combination of96

the radiatively driven subsidence and the convective activity.97

The relation between Earth’s observed tropical large-scale circulation and circu-98

lations that are generated in RCE simulations is not obvious a priori. A common met-99

ric of the large-scale circulation is the vertical pressure velocity on the 500 hPa pressure100

surface (ω500). Remarkably, the probability distribution function of ω500 is similar among101

RCE simulations, Aquaplanet simulations, amip simulations, and reanalyses that are heav-102

ily dependent on observations (Bony et al., 2004; Medeiros et al., 2015; Cronin & Wing,103

2017). The similarity is due not primarily to the regions of deep convection, but rather104

to subsiding regions of the tropics where the dominant statistical weight of moderately105

subsiding air (« 10´ 20 hPa{day) indicates the large number of shallow clouds in the106

BL. This can be seen as evidence that the distribution of the large-scale dynamic regimes107

in the tropics is driven by the clear sky radiative cooling rate. The observed similarity108

of dynamic regimes encourages further research into the physical mechanisms and cou-109

pling processes between clouds and the circulation that could be common between the110

observed atmosphere, Earth-like simulations, and various models of RCE.111

This study focuses on the intensity, and the change of intensity with warming, of112

the large-scale circulation that is created entirely by the interactions between atmospheric113

radiation and convection across a large range of models that participated in the Radiative-114

Convective Equilibrium Model Intercomparison Project (RCEMIP; Wing et al., 2018).115

One of the goals of this work is to provide context for studies of the tropical overturn-116

–3–
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Table 1: List of Models that are used in this study and that participated in RCEMIP.
The colors used to identify models are the same as those used in Wing et al. (2020).

Model abbreviation Model name Model type Color

CAM5-GCM Community Atmosphere Model v5 GCM �
CAM6-GCM Community Atmosphere Model v6 GCM �

CNRM-CM6-1 Atmospheric component of the CNRM Climate Model 6.1 GCM �
ECHAM6-GCM MPI-M Earth System Model-Atmosphere component v6.3.04p1 GCM �

GEOS-GCM Goddard Earth Observing System model v5.21 GCM �
ICON-GCM ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic Earth System GCM �

Model-Atmosphere component
SAM0-UNICON Seoul National University Atmosphere Model v0 GCM �

SP-CAM Super-Parameterized Community Atmosphere Model GCM �
SPX-CAM Multi-instance Super-Parameterized CAM GCM �

UKMO-GA7.1 UK Met Office Unified Model Global Atmosphere v7.1 GCM �

ICON-LEM ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic-2.3.00, LEM CRM �
ICON-NWP ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic-2.3.00, NWP CRM �
MESONH Meso-NH v5.4.1 CRM �
SAM-CRM System for Atmospheric Modeling 6.11.2 CRM �

SCALE SCALE v5.2.5 CRM �
UCLA-CRM UCLA Large-Eddy Simulation model CRM �

UKMO-CASIM UK Met Office Idealized Model v11.0 - CASIM CRM �
UKMO-RA1-T UK Met Office Idealized Model v11.0 - RA1-T CRM �

UKMO-RA1-T-nocloud UK Met Office Idealized Model v11.0 - RA1-T CRM �
WRF-COL-CRM Weather Research and Forecasting model v3.5.1 CRM �

WRF-CRM Weather Research and Forecasting model v3.9.1 CRM �

ing circulation when forced either by idealized SST patterns that generate a mock-Walker117

circulation (e.g. Raymond, 1994; Grabowski et al., 2000; Tompkins, 2001; Bretherton118

& Sobel, 2002; Lutsko & Cronin, 2018; Silvers & Robinson, 2021) or by observed Earth-119

like conditions (Vecchi and Soden, 2007). Our analysis is driven largely by these two ques-120

tions:121

1. How does the overturning circulation change with warming in the RCEMIP multi-122

model ensemble?123

2. What controls the intermodel spread in the circulation strength and the change124

with warming?125

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The RCEMIP configurations,126

experiments used, and analysis methods are described in section 2. Section 3 calculates127

the change of circulation with warming. This is done with two different methods, and128

the connection between the methods is discussed. In section 4 we illustrate some of the129

sources of intermodel spread. This includes section 4.1 which discusses the role of the130

surface energy flux and precipitation on the overturning circulation and section 4.2 which131

illustrates the range of variability of the static stability and relative humidity. The main132

conclusions and final comments are presented in section 5.133
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2 Experiments and Methods134

All experiments used in this paper follow the RCEMIP protocol and experiments135

documented by Wing et al. (2018, 2020). Throughout this paper we have used the same136

colors and model abbreviations to identify models as in Wing et al. (2020), see Table 1.137

A brief description of the experiments follows. Radiative Convective Equilibrium (RCE)138

is simulated for three prescribed sea surface temperature (SST, represented as Ts in this139

paper) values, 295, 300, and 305K. There is no rotation or land surface, no imposed cir-140

culation or dynamic forcing, and the insolation is uniform at every grid-point (409.6 Wm´2).141

The RCE simulations (RCE large) were initialized from mean soundings of equilibrated142

RCE simulations on smaller domains (RCE small) for CRMs. The initial conditions for143

the RCE small simulations were generated from an approximation of a moist tropical sound-144

ing (Wing et al., 2018). There are no aerosol radiative effects. Much of the previous work145

that discusses the change of overturning circulations with warming (e.g. Held & Soden,146

2006; Vecchi & Soden, 2007; Bony & Stevens, 2020) discuss the role of increasing con-147

centrations of CO2 in reducing the radiative cooling rates. It is important to note that148

for the RCEMIP experiments studied in this paper the warming is entirely due to in-149

creased Ts with no change in the CO2 concentration, there is no impact from changing150

CO2 concentrations on the atmospheric cooling rates in our simulations.151

We have analyzed data from 21 of the models that participated in RCEMIP. De-152

scriptions of the models and further details and analysis can be found in Wing et al. (2020)153

and the supplemental information. Unless noted otherwise, values from GCMs will be154

displayed with circles and values from CRMs will be displayed with stars. The RCEMIP155

simulations with prescribed Ts of 295, 300, and 305K are distinguished with increasing156

marker size. RCEMIP data is publicly available at http://hdl.handle.net/21.14101/157

d4beee8e-6996-453e-bbd1-ff53b6874c0e where it is hosted by the German Climate158

Computing Center (Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum, DKRZ).159

Multiple domain configurations were used by CRMs as part of RCEMIP. Our anal-160

ysis focuses on the RCE large domain configuration for CRMs and the global domain161

for GCMs. The CRM RCE large domain is a doubly periodic channel with horizontal162

dimensions of ∼ 6, 000ˆ 400 km2, a model top at ∼ 33 km, and a recommendation of163

using 74 vertical levels. All of the CRMs used a horizontal grid-spacing of 3 km. The GCMs164

use a horizontal grid-spacing similar to the configuration used by each model for CMIP6165

in which ∼ 100 km is typical. To consistently compare the CRMs and GCMs, we have166

coarsened the CRMs to a grid with cells that are 96 km2 and all GCM data is interpo-167

lated to a 1 degree latitude-longitude grid. The experiments using CRMs simulated 100168

days, and the last 50 days have been analyzed. The experiments that used the GCMs169

simulated at least 1000 days, and for this paper we have analyzed the last year of the170

simulations.171

3 Changes of Circulation172

Changes in the vertical circulation in the tropics due to warming can be quanti-173

fied in various ways. Held and Soden (2006) envisioned the exchange of mass M between174

the BL and the free troposphere to be a useful measure. This constrains M based on the175

precipitation and the BL mixing ratio. Alternatively, the intensity of the overturning dy-176

namic circulation in the mid-troposphere can be examined using the mean ascending and177

descending velocities, as in Bony et al. (2013). In the following two subsections we use178

both of these measures of the tropical circulation to show how the hydrologic cycle and179

the large-scale circulation change as the surface warms.180

–5–
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Figure 1: (a) PW as a function of Ts, (b) the differential change of PW and P between
the Ts 295K and 305K experiments, (c) and the water vapor cycling rate, Cwv, as a func-
tion of Ts. GCMs are represented by circles and CRMs by stars.

3.1 Water Vapor cycling and Circulation181

The CC relation provides a constraint on the change of the saturation vapor pres-182

sure with temperature. Because of this constraint we anticipate an increasing column-183

integrated water vapor (precipitable water, PW ) with increasing surface temperature184

Ts. All of the RCEMIP models we analyze show an increase of PW with Ts (Fig. 1a).185

The range of PW across the RCEMIP models for particular Ts values is large (∼ 12, 16,186

and 22 kg m´2 for 295K, 300K, 305K, respectively) and likely indicates different values187

of surface relative humidity and varying vertical distributions of water vapor. For ref-188

erence, an analytic function is plotted (black lines) that shows the CC-expected increase189

of PW as a function of Ts. The three black lines show three particular parameter val-190

ues that correspond to distinct ratios of the surface relative humidity and the scale height191

of water vapor (see Appendix A for details, following Stephens, 1990). Although all mod-192

els show an increase in PW with warming, the range of values at a given Ts and the rate193

of increase of PW vary widely across models.194

Following O’Gorman and Muller (2010), we define the differential change of P as195

δP “ logp1`r∆∆Tsq{∆Ts with r∆ “ pP2´P1q{pP1∆Tsq where the subscripts 1 and 2196

indicate simulations at Ts of 295 K and 305 K respectively and ∆Ts is 10 K. Differen-197

tial changes of PW are defined analogously. Previous studies have demonstrated that198

changes of P in warming experiments, sometimes referred to as the strength of the hy-199

drologic cycle, do not scale with CC but increases at a slower rate (references, e.g., Allen200

and Ingram, 2002, Flaschner et al?, Boer, 1993?). We find that the change of P with warm-201

ing is larger than expected based on previous studies (Held & Soden, 2006), but is still202

smaller than the CC scaling that dominates changes of PW (Fig. 1b). It is worth not-203

ing that the CRMs show a smaller range of change in P with a mean value of 4.8%{K.204

The mean rate of change of PW (8.5%{K) is larger than the value often stated for CC205

scaling (6.5-7%/K). However, O’Gorman and Muller (2010) showed that the differential206

change in PW varies strongly in latitude and that tropical values are often between 8-207

9%/K, consistent with our findings from RCEMIP.208

The mean precipitation, P , is not constrained by CC, but rather by the net radia-209

tive cooling of the atmosphere. This constraint is not directly tied to Ts but is depen-210

dent on the structure of clouds, the precipitation efficiency, and the relative humidity211
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of the troposphere. According to Betts and Ridgway (1988), the upward mass flux from212

a convective BL is determined by the ratio of the change in P and the change in the mix-213

ing ratio of specific humidity. In the RCEMIP models examined here, the mean rate of214

change of P (5.4%{K) is substantially less than that of the PW (8.5%{K) but P and215

PW show considerable spread in both GCMs and CRMs (Fig. 1b). Using PW , rather216

than the BL mixing ratio to estimate the upward mass flux M we can write P “M ¨217

PW .218

Another way to think about M is as the water vapor cycling rate (Cwv “ P {PW ),219

or the inverse ‘residence time’ of water vapor. As the surface warms, water vapor stays220

in the troposphere longer and Cwv decreases (Fig. 1c). For example, with a Ts of 295K,221

the UCLA-CRM model has a residence time (1{Cwv) of water vapor in the troposphere222

of about 4 days which increases to 7.7 days in the simulation with a Ts of 305K. Over223

the same change of Ts the residence time of the CAM5-GCM model increases from 10224

to 14.3 days. As the rate of mass exchange (M) between the BL and the free-troposphere225

decreases, the residence time of water vapor increases. The range of Cwv values across226

the RCEMIP models is large [0.08:0.24] at 295K and [0.06:0.13] at 305K; Fig. 1c. Of the227

21 models examined, 20 have ∆PW ą ∆P (Fig. 1b) and as a result, M and Cwv de-228

crease with surface warming in those models (Fig. 1c). The one model for which ∆P ą229

∆PW has an increase of Cwv and is thus still consistent with the scaling of Betts and230

Ridgway (1988) and Held and Soden (2006). The scaling described here relies on the as-231

sumption that the distribution of relative humidity will not greatly change as the sur-232

face warms. Interestingly, the one model that shows an increase of Cwv also shows a large233

change of the relative humidity with warming in the 305K simulation. Despite the ba-234

sic physics that is encapsulated by the CC relation and the balance between P and the235

net radiative cooling, the RCEMIP models still contain enough degrees of freedom to main-236

tain a diverse response to the RCEMIP boundary conditions.237

3.2 Intensity of the mid-Tropospheric Overturning Circulation238

An alternative to the thermodynamically driven cycling rate of water vapor, Cwv,
is to calculate the intensity of the large scale overturning circulation as I “ ωÓ ´ ωÒ,
where ωÒ is the mean upward vertical velocity and ωÓ is the mean downward vertical ve-
locity in the mid-troposphere as approximated on the 500 hPa pressure surface (Bony
et al., 2013; Medeiros et al., 2015). In contrast to M and Cwv, I directly ties the over-
turning circulation to the dynamics of the troposphere. Defining the overturning circu-
lation in this way also makes a connection to the subsidence fraction (SF ; fraction of
domain with subsiding motion at 500 hPa), which is often used as a metric that indi-
cates the degree of convective self-aggregation that is present in an experiment (e.g. Cop-
pin & Bony, 2015; Cronin & Wing, 2017; Wing et al., 2020). Assuming continuity al-
lows one to write an expression for I in terms of SF , ωÓ, and ωÒ:

I “
1

1´ SF
ωÓ “ ´

1

SF
ωÒ. (1)

We find that for the majority of models the circulation intensity I decreases with warm-239

ing (Fig. 2a). As discussed by Cronin and Wing (2017), if the subsidence fraction (SF )240

is relatively constant the implication is that I, ωÓ, and ωÒ all scale together as the sur-241

face warms. To examine this in the context of the RCEMIP models Fig. 2b shows a scat-242

ter plot of I, compared to ωÓ (hollow markers) and ωÒ (filled markers) with lines of con-243

stant SF in black (0.5 (thin); 0.8 (2 thick lines)). This helps to illustrate several char-244

acteristics of the solutions. The circulation Intensity I scales fairly well with ωÓ, ωÒ, and245

SF . This is especially true of for ωÒ. The CRMs (stars) tend to have smaller values of246

I and ω. As Ts increases, the solutions often equilibrate with larger values of SF .247

In the subsiding regions of the tropics, often referred to as clear-sky regions, there248

is a balance between the radiative cooling and adiabatic compression. The subsidence249

velocity that would balance the radiative cooling in these clear-sky regions is referred250

–7–
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Figure 2: (a) Intensity of the large scale circulation, I, as a function of Ts. (b) Mean up-
ward (ωÒ, filled) and downward (ωÓ, hollow) components of the vertical velocities. Solid
lines show the implied values if the subsidence fraction equal to 0.5 (thin) or 0.8 (two
thick lines). (c) Scatter plot of I and the diabatically driven subsidence velocity, ωd. Cir-
cles (stars) indicate GCMs (CRMs) and increasing marker size indicates increases values
of Ts. All GCMs have been interpolated to a 1x1 degree grid and the CRMs have been
coarsened to cells that are 96km2. Chunks of 5 days were averaged before computing
I, ωÓ, or ωÒ. Diabatic velocity values have been computed as the mass weighted mean
between 200 and 600 hPa.
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Figure 3: (a) Relationship between the ωÓ and ωÒ. (b) Relationship between ωÓ and ωd.
(c) Relationship between the ωÒ and ωd. For reference black lines show a 1:1 slope. The
ωd has only been computed for models which provided clear sky radiative fluxes. Increas-
ing Ts is indicated by increasing marker size.
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Figure 4: Correlation coefficients have been calculated between I and ωÒ, I and ωÓ, I
and ωd, ωd and ωÒ, and ωd and ωÓ. Correlation coefficients for each relationship have
been calculated over the three Ts simulations for each of the 21 models. Coefficients for
particular calculations are indicated by the markers shown in the legend. The ωd has only
been computed for models which provided clear sky radiative fluxes.

to as the radiative, or diabatic, velocity (e.g., Mapes, 2001) and is here given by ωd. In251

a steady state tropical atmosphere in which horizontal advection of temperature does252

not act to modify the temperature, the diabatically driven vertical velocity is approx-253

imated as254

ωd « Q{σ, (2)

in which Q is the clear-sky radiative cooling and σ is the static stability. The static sta-
bility is given by

σ “
Bs{Cp

Bp
, (3)

with s the dry static energy, p pressure, and Cp the heat capacity at constant pressure.255

As Ts increases, both I and ωd decrease for most models (Fig. 2c). However, the rela-256

tionship between I and ωd for specific models varies widely. We are interested in the re-257

lationship between ωd and each of I, ωÒ, and ωÓ. Both observations and theory indicate258

that the preferred state of the tropical atmosphere maintains broad weakly subsiding re-259

gions punctuated by narrow towers of relatively strong ascent (Bjerknes, 1938). The con-260

sistency with which ωÒ ě ωÓ in Fig. 3a confirms this tendency among the RCEMIP mod-261

els. There is a wide range in the values of ωÒ{ωÓ with many of the CRMs having almost262

the same values of mean upward and downward velocity while the GCMs in some cases263

have values of ωÒ that are 3-4 larger than ωÓ. Scatter plots of ωÓ (Fig. 3b) and ωÒ (Fig.264

3c) compared to ωd reveal a tight relationship between ωÓ and ωd. This relationship falls265

near the 1:1 line for most of the GCMs. The scatter among values of ωÒ and ωd is much266

broader although some individual models do have a linear relationship (at least for the267

three simulations examined) between ωÒ and ωd.268

We now illustrate how the variability of I and the change of I with warming com-269

pares to the variability of ωÒ, ωÓ, and ωd and their changes with warming. Correlation270

calculations confirm several of the visual impressions from Figs. 1, 2, and 3. Although271

correlations among sets of three points must be cautiously interpreted, they can be help-272

ful to loosely quantify the relationships. For each model we have calculated the corre-273

lations of five relationships: I and ωÒ, I and ωÓ, I and ωd, ωd and ωÒ, and ωd and ωÓ.274

The values are shown in Fig. 4. The largest multi-model correlations (mean of correla-275

tions across models) are between ωd and ωÓ at 0.94 and between I and ωÒ at 0.88. I also276

has a relatively high correlation with ωÓ of 0.70. The large range of I is very well explained277

by the range of ωÒ values. Not only does I have a large range of mean values (44´120 hPa day´1),278

the rate of change with warming of I also varies widely from slightly positive to strongly279
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Figure 5: Rates of change with warming (hPa day´1K
´1

). (a) Rate of change of I com-
pared to the rate of change of ωÒ. (b) Rate of change of I compared to the rate of change
of ωÓ. (c) Rate of change of I compared to the rate of change of ωd. Circles (stars) indi-
cate GCMs (CRMs). Rates have been computed from the best fit polynomial. Correlation
coefficients across the ensemble of models are 0.98 (a), 0.67 (b), and -0.47 (c).

negative (Fig. 2). Similar to the range of values of I, the range of values for the slope280

of I is best explained by the rate of change of ωÒ (Fig. 5a). While Fig. 5 clearly shows281

a relationship between ∆I{∆Ts, ∆ωÓ{∆Ts and ∆ωd{∆Ts, the strong linear relation be-282

tween ∆I{∆Ts and ∆ωÒ{∆Ts is striking and confirms the dominant impact that ωÒ and283

∆ωÒ{∆Ts have on I and ∆I{∆Ts. The large range of changes in I with warming are much284

better explained by the changes in the mean upward velocity then by the mean subsi-285

dence or radiative velocities. This is consistent with recent work that highlights the im-286

portant role of changes in the ascending regions of the tropics to the strength of the over-287

turning circulation (Jenney et al., 2020; Mackie & Byrne, 2022).288

Both of the measures of tropical circulation discussed thus far show a decreasing289

strength of circulation as Ts increases for the majority of models, but with a large range290

of magnitudes. We now briefly examine to what extant these measures are related to each291

other. Figure 6 shows a scatter plot of the fractional rate of change with warming of I292

compared to the fractional rate of change of Cwv. One feature of Fig. 6 that stands out293

is the fairly tight constraint on the ∆Cwv{Cwv near ´0.04 for 9 out of 11 CRMs. Sev-294

eral of the GCMs also cluster near this value but overall there is a broader range of pos-295

sibilities among the GCMs. In contrast to the clustering of the fractional rate of change296

of Cwv around ´0.04, the fractional rate of change of I is not constrained in sign and297

extends over a much wider range. Because the magnitude of both I and ∆I{∆Ts are de-298

pendent on the mean value of ωÒ, we hypothesize that the spatial structure of the as-299

cending tropical circulations will strongly influence the range of I and ∆I{∆Ts and that300

the large range seen in Fig. 6 reflects a broad diversity of organized convection and sub-301

sidence regions. In contrast, we do not expect Cwv to be directly influenced by the struc-302

ture of the convective regions but rather by thermodynamic and energetic balances. Cwv303

is constrained by both the net atmospheric cooling and the CC relation. Of central im-304

portance to the energetic flux that precipitation represents is the net atmospheric cool-305

ing, Q, which helps to set the value of ωd. We hypothesize that the tighter constraint306

on the value of ∆Cwv{Cwv that is apparent in Fig. 6 reflects the smaller range of vari-307

ability that is present in the subsiding, clear-sky regions of the troposphere as reflected308

in the small range of variability of ωÓ and ωd (relative to ωÒ) and the high correlation309

(0.94) between them (Figs. 4, 5).310
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Figure 6: Fractional change of IphPa day´1K´1q compared to fractional change of the
water vapor cycling rate Cwv (hPa day´1K´1). The change is computed over the 10K
difference between the three RCE simulations.

4 Intermodel Spread of the Overturning Circulation311

The previous section showed that both the hydrologic circulation (Cwv „ P {PW )312

and the mean, dynamic overturning circulation (I) decrease with warming for the ma-313

jority of the RCEMIP models. It was also demonstrated that ωÒ and ∆ωÒ{∆Ts provide314

the sources of variability in I and ∆I{∆Ts, respectively. We would like to better under-315

stand the source of the wide range of circulation magnitudes shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In316

section 4.1 the surface energy budget is discussed along with the implications for vari-317

ablility in the BL depth, P , and PW . This is important for the range of magnitudes in318

the hydrologic circulation. Section 4.2 then illustrates some of the sources of variabil-319

ity in the dynamic circulation, I, by looking at the intermodel spread of the radiative320

cooling, the static stability, and the relative humidity.321

4.1 The Surface Energy Flux and Precipitation322

The flux of energy from the surface into the atmosphere is a critical component of323

the tropical atmospheric circulation and its response to warming. The surface energy bud-324

get drives the depth of the atmospheric BL which in turn influences the BL humidity325

and plays a role in the presence of low-level clouds and their response to a warming sur-326

face (Rieck et al., 2012). The surface energy fluxes are also important for the temper-327

ature and humidity which determine the low level moist static energy. This moist static328

energy serves as the fuel that triggers deep convective motions which in turn set the tro-329

pospheric temperature, generate anvil cloud, and can amplify the deep overturning cir-330

culation.331

Any hope that the RCE configuration with a prescribed, uniform Ts, uniform in-332

solation, and a consistent surface albedo would lead to similar surface energy fluxes among333

the RCEMIP models must be abandoned after a cursory look at the data. Both the la-334

tent heat flux and the P differ among the models by up to a factor of 2 (Fig. 7), and PW335

varies by almost as much. The domain mean precipitation, P , is shown in Fig. 7b to vary336

between about 2.5 mm day´1 and 4.5 mm day´1. The range of the Bowen Ratio (ratio337

of the sensible to latent heat flux) covers more than a factor of two with most of the vari-338

ations coming from the latent, rather than sensible, heat flux (with the exception of one339

model). Changes in incoming solar and longwave radiation at the surface will have very340

little impact on the surface energetics because of the fixed Ts and the low albedo of wa-341
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Figure 7: (a) Precipitable Water (PW ) as a function of the Latent Heat Flux and (b)
Precipitation (P ) as a function of the Bowen ratio for the 300K simulations.

ter. As long as the overlying atmosphere remains well coupled to the surface the sen-342

sible heat flux does not vary much among models because of the fixed Ts. However, the343

latent heat flux can and does vary widely across the model ensemble with a range of 64,344

72, and 87 W m´2 for the 295, 300, and 305K simulations, respectively. The factors that345

determine how tightly coupled the atmosphere will be to the surface, and consequently346

what the low-level temperature and humidity will be are critical for determining the sen-347

sible and latent heat fluxes. For RCE models using bulk aerodynamic surface flux equa-348

tions the coupling likely comes down to either the low-level winds or the bulk transfer349

coefficients. Variations of the low-level temperature and humidity fields, and especially350

the strong variability of the latent heat flux, will drive a large part of the resulting low-351

level clouds, the triggering of deep convection, and the variations of P among the mod-352

els.353

Among the RCEMIP models, for a particular Ts, Cwv varies by more than a fac-354

tor of two. This variability is driven by a large range of values in both P and PW . We355

know that P is tightly constrained by both the latent heat flux and the net atmospheric356

radiative cooling (e.g. Allen & Ingram, 2002; O’Gorman et al., 2012; Pendergrass & Hart-357

mann, 2014). P is tightly constrained by the latent heat flux and thus the net atmospheric358

cooling, but the direction of causality between the latent heat flux and the atmospheric359

cooling in explaining the variability across models is difficult to determine. The large range360

of values that we see for PW is not constrained by the latent heat flux in any obvious361

way (Fig. 7a). We hypothesize that the variability of PW among models is driven by362

differences in the strength of convective mixing and the precipitation efficiency.363

4.2 Static Stability and Relative Humidity364

Although we have shown that much of the variability of both I and ∆I{∆Ts can365

be explained by ωÒ and ∆ωÒ{∆Ts, the physical processes of the clear sky portions of the366

domain also play a role in determining the tropical response to warming. Recall that the367

mean correlation of ωÓ and ωd among individual models is 0.94. Their similarity in mag-368

nitude (at least among GCMs, Fig. 3) has led some previous studies to use ωd as an ap-369

proximation for ωÓ (e.g. Mapes, 2001). From equation 2, ωd is directly proportional to370

the clear-sky radiative cooling, Q, and inversely proportional to the static stability, σ.371

Static stability is essentially set by the lapse rate of temperature which thermodynam-372

ically connects the convective and clear sky regions of the tropics. Clear sky radiative373

cooling, Q, is strongly dependent on the tropospheric humidity. Thus ωd, and by impli-374
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Figure 8: (a) Scatter plot of net radiative heating, Q, and the static stability, σ. (b) The
static stability has been scaled by each model’s mean ωd. Increasing marker size indicates
experiments with increasing Ts. Vertical mass-weighted averages were taken between 600
and 200 hPa. Includes only the models which saved clear-sky fluxes.

cation ω, while characterizing the clear sky regions of the tropics is closely tied to the375

deep convection through the dependence of ωd on the lapse rate of temperature and the376

RH that is strongly influenced by the deep convection.377

To better understand the source of the large spread in ωd that we find in the RCEMIP378

simulations, Fig. 8 presents both Q and σ from each simulation. Across the full ensem-379

ble of models and all Ts there is a range of Q ∼ 1.5 K day´1 and σ ∼ 0.05 K hPa´1.380

For each particular Ts there is also substantial spread across the models of both Q p∼381

1 K day´1) and σ p∼ 0.02 K hPa´1) as shown in Fig. 8a. To assist the comparison of the382

variability between Q (a warming rate) and σ (an inverse length scale) we use the mean383

of ωd across the three Ts values for each particular model to scale σ for that particular384

model in Fig.8b. Somewhat surprisingly, this reveals that both Q and the scaled σ have385

a range of ∼ 1.5 K day´1. We conclude that the large spread in ωd within the RCEMIP386

models is due to large variations in both Q and σ and is not dominated by either indi-387

vidually. However, the decrease of ωd with warming that is apparent in Figs. (2-5) is not388

due to the changes of Q, it is caused by the robust increase of σ as the surface is warmed389

(not shown).390

Mapes (2001) showed that radiatively driven subsidence, or diabatic velocity, ωd,391

drives the drying of the troposphere and leads to a ‘C’ shaped RH profile. This profile392

has been noted in observations and discussed theoretically by Romps (2014). The rel-393

ative humidity profiles in most of the RCEMIP models show the expected mid-tropospheric394

minimum of RH (Fig. 9 a,d) and the usual ‘C’ shaped profile. We expect that the range395

of ωd values396

seen in the RCEMIP models contribute to the enormous range (∼ 15% ´ 85%)397

of mid-tropospheric RH profiles seen in Fig. 9 a,d. Although a large amount of variabil-398

ity in the RH sink term, ωd, is apparent in Figs. 2,3, and 5, ωd is not highly correlated399

with the midtropospheric RH across the model ensemble (not shown). There must be400

an additional source of the variability in the RH profiles. Both Sherwood et al. (2006)401

and Romps (2014) argue that in addition to this drying process the steady state mean402

tropospheric humidity field is the result of a balance that includes both subsidence dry-403

ing and moistening from convective detrainment. Romps (2014) derived an analytic ex-404

pression for this balance of moistening and drying:405
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Figure 9: Relative Humidity (left), fractional convective detrainment, δ (middle), and
water vapor lapse rate, γ (right). Panels a-c show CRMs and panels d-f show GCMs. All
panels show data from the RCE simulation with an Ts of 305K.

RH “
δ

δ ` γ
(4)

in which δ is the fractional detrainment rate and γ is the lapse rate of water vapor. The406

lapse rate of water vapor can be written as a function of only temperature and the lapse407

rate of temperature (see equation 6 of Romps (2014)). Because the RCE simulations pro-408

duce the steady state RH and T , we can calculate γ and then the inferred profiles of δ409

for each model. This is not the actual detrainment as measured from convection in the410

models, rather, it is the implied detrainment given the equilibrated profiles of RH and411

T , and assuming that equation 4 is valid. Decomposing RH profiles in this way reveals412

that most of the range in RH profiles among models is reflected in the inferred δ pro-413

files (Fig. 9b,e) and that the water vapor lapse rate, γ, is quite consistent among the mod-414

els (Fig. 9c,f). Comparing the RH profiles to the δ profiles offers support to the intu-415

itive idea that models which detrain more moisture from the convective regions will have416

more moisture in the mean environment. Conversely, the models with the lowest midtro-417

pospheric RH values have the smallest amount of inferred detrainment.418

The CRMs have a larger (relative to the GCMs) range of RH values in the mid-419

trosphere and a greater diversity of profile shapes, especially so for the 305K simulation420

shown in Fig. 9. Despite the large range of RH values, the RH profiles remain approx-421

imately constant for each model as the Ts increases (generally less than 5% K´1; not422

shown). The GEOS model is an exception to this and has a large change of the RH be-423

tween the 300 K and 305 K simulations which could explain why the change of both Cwv424

and I is so different in GEOS relative to the majority of the other models (Figs. 1c and425

2a). Given the relatively tight constraints and consistent boundary conditions that the426

RCEMIP protocol dictated (Wing et al., 2018) it is remarkable how unconstrained the427

mid-tropospheric RH is among these 21 models. In addition to equation 4 above, Romps428

(2014) derived a constraint on the precipitation efficiency of PE ě 1 ´ RH. For the429

models which have drier RH profiles this indicates a substantially higher PE. The wide430

range of PE and δ that the RH profiles imply among these RCE models could be a re-431

flection of the many varieties of subgrid-scale parameterizations that are employed by432
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these 21 models. Several ‘families’ of models can be seen in Fig. 9 to have profiles that433

group together, perhaps because of overlapping parameterizations. These include the WRF434

family (WRF-COL-CRM, WRF-CRM: dark plue-purple), the ICON family (ICON-LEM,435

ICON-NWP: tan-browns), the SP-CAM family (SP-CAM, SPX-CAM: blue-cyan), and436

the CAM family (CAM5-GCM, CAM6-GCM: light-greens). The UKMO-CRM family437

(UKMO-CASIM, UKMO-RA1-T, UKMO-RA1-T-nocloud: pink to violet) is a notable438

exception in which the family members prefer to occupy very different states. A few ad-439

ditioal details are given in Appendix B.440

5 Conclusions441

Two distinct approaches have been used to quantify the large-scale overturning cir-442

culation and measure the change with surface warming. The first measure, the cycling443

rate of water vapor, Cwv, uses the ratio of the mean precipitation (P ) and precipitable444

water (PW ) to infer the exchange of mass between the BL and the midtroposphere. The445

second measure, the intensity, I, of the circulation depends on the midtropospheric ver-446

tical velocity. A 21 member ensemble of models from the RCEMIP has been used to cal-447

culate the response of the large-scale atmospheric circulation to warming in the context448

of both global GCMs and large-domain CRMs, all simulating RCE. Robust responses449

to warming of the models include the following:450

‚ ∆Cwv{∆Ts ă 0 for all but one of the models.451

‚ ∆I{∆Ts ă 0 for about 90% of the individual models.452

‚ The large range of I and of ∆I{∆Ts are best explained by ωÒ and ∆ωÒ{∆Ts, re-453

spectively, across the full ensemble of models.454

‚ The fractional change of Cwv (about ´0.04˘0.01) is much more consistent among455

the models than the fractional change of I.456

‚ ∆ωd{∆Ts ă 0 in all models, driven by increasing static stability, σ.457

‚ ∆ωÓ{∆Ts ă 0 in all models.458

‚ The static stability, σ, and the mean radiative cooling of the clear sky regions, Q,459

both increase with warming.460

These responses to warming illustrate the relevance of RCE simulations as a tool with461

which to study physical processes of the Earth’s tropical regions and confirm some pre-462

viously developed understanding of the atmosphere in an idealized setting that permits463

a wide range of model types. Some understanding of the response of the circulation and464

atmospheric stability to a warming surface was previously developed through the use of465

simple models (Betts & Ridgway, 1988), analysis of global climate models (Knutson &466

Manabe, 1995; Held & Soden, 2006; Vecchi & Soden, 2007; Medeiros et al., 2015), and467

the analysis of a select number of RCE simulations (Bony et al., 2016; Cronin & Wing,468

2017). The present study demonstrates how broadly applicable the basic physics of a de-469

creasing circulation strength with warming is in simulations that use both GCMs and470

CRMs, adding confidence to our understanding.471

The response of the large-scale tropical circulation to warming that we have illus-472

trated with these results from RCEMIP demonstrates the interlocking relationships among473

many of the key variables. Increasing Ts leads to an increased static stability, σ, and a474

correspondingly smaller diabatic velocity, ωd. Warmer surface temperatures also lead to475

larger fluxes of latent heat from the surface and more domain mean precipitation which476

is eventually reflected in the net atmospheric cooling to space. The radiative cooling to477

space is strongly influenced by the distribution of clouds and the increased precipitable478

water that is dictated by the CC relation. The utility of RCE simulations is confirmed479

by the fact that these same interlocking relationships act in the observed tropical atmo-480

sphere of Earth and in many comprehensive GCMs (Knutson & Manabe, 1995; Bony et481

al., 2016). One of the most interesting results of this multi-model comparison is the ex-482
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tent to which the equilibrated climate can still vary among models within the framework483

of this response to warming. The latent heat flux for example, is expected to increase484

with warming, but for individual models that increase turns out to range from about 10 W m´2K´1
485

to less than 1 W m´2K´1. Both the GCMs and the CRMs display similarly large ranges486

of variability among basic variables such as σ and PW . This confirms what has been known487

for years, that increased resolution alone will not eliminate the uncertainty that is present488

in our models. Although GCMs are sensitive to resolution (Reed & Medeiros, 2016; Her-489

rington & Reed, 2020), a better understanding of the parameterized moist processes is490

essential. Simulations of RCE can facilitate tests of our process-level understanding of491

convective parameterizations and microphysics. Analysis of the RCEMIP simulations492

in the CAM5 and CAM6 GCMs has shown that major differences in the low-level clouds,493

which are in part due to differences in parameterized convection and BL processes, are494

also reflected in the tropical clouds of the parent models, CESM1 and CESM2 (Reed et495

al., 2021). Reed et al. (2021) also documented an official public release of the RCEMIP496

setup in CAM (QPRCEMIP) that should be used by the wider community for additional497

RCE studies.498

Some of the previous studies that illustrated the weakening of the tropical circu-499

lation of coupled Earth-like global climate models in response to a warming climate (Knutson500

& Manabe, 1995; Vecchi & Soden, 2007) found that the Walker circulation was the com-501

ponent of the tropical overturning circulation that decreased in magnitude. The fact that502

RCE models of the tropical circulation with uniform Ts reproduce this change of circu-503

lation with warming implies that the change of circulation is not driven by changes in504

the pattern of Ts that is characteristic of the Walker Circulation, but rather due to ba-505

sic physical processes of the atmosphere as argued by both Knutson and Manabe (1995)506

and Held and Soden (2006). Nevertheless, the wide range of variability we find in both507

the circulation and the change of circulation with warming could be partly due to an un-508

derconstrained system. Several previous studies (Jeevanjee et al., 2017; Cronin & Wing,509

2017; Silvers & Robinson, 2021) have hypothesized that imposing a mock-Walker Cir-510

culation on models of RCE could help to increase the applicability of the results, rela-511

tive to strict RCE. A mock-Walker circulation is probably the simplest way to incorpo-512

rate forced large-scale circulations into the balance between radiation and convection and513

is one step closer to the observed tropical atmosphere. This would provide a potentially514

fruitful comparison between GCMs and CRMs. But more importantly, utilizing the mock-515

Walker circulation in an RCE-like setting would highlight interactions between the trop-516

ical circulations, radiation, and cloud systems in a context that should lead to a better517

understanding of the role that clouds play in Earth’s climate.518

Appendix A Changes of Water Vapor with Warming according to the519

Clausius-Clapyron Relation520

The Clausius-Clapeyron relation can be written as

de˚

dT
“

Le˚

RT 2
(A1)

where R is the gas constant for water, e˚ is the saturation vapor pressure, L represents
the latent heat of condensation and T is the temperature. Following Stephens (1990),
this equation can be approximated as

e˚0 “ 17.044eapTs´288q (A2)

in which Ts is the SST and a « 0.064 k´1. Using (A2) Stephens then derives an ap-
proximate relationship between precipitable water (PW, kg m´2) and Ts as

PW “ 108.2

ˆ

r

1` λ

˙

eapTs´288q. (A3)
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In (A3) r is the surface value of relative humidity and H{λ is the scale height of water521

vapor if H is the atmospheric scale height. Typical values of H and λ are 7 km and 3.5,522

respectively. The three black lines in the left panel of Fig. 1 show (A3) plotted with three523

values of the coefficient r{p1` λq: 0.1, 0.15, and 0.2.524

Appendix B Technical Notes on specific RCEMIP models525

Many of the characteristics both of the large-scale circulation, and of tropical con-526

vection are dependent on the BL and the subcloud layer energy. The vertical and hor-527

izontal resolution of GCMs near the surface is therefore of interest as a possible differ-528

ence of note between the models. The overview paper for initial RCEMIP results, (Wing529

et al., 2020) specified that the participating GCMs would employ the grids which they530

used for CMIP6. The result of this is that the GCMs in RCEMIP represent a very wide531

range of vertical grids, with one model having only 26 vertical levels and another hav-532

ing 91. The horizontal resolutions are difficult to compare directly because of the dif-533

ferent grids, but the grid spacing ranges from approximately 100 km to around 160 km.534

Of the 11 GCMs which participiated in RCEMIP, 6 of them place the model level which535

is closest to the surface at 64m (CAM5, CAM6, SP-CAM, SPX-CAM, SAM-UNICON,536

and GEOS). The IPSL, ECHAM, and ICON models place their lowest level at 49, 33,537

and 20m, respectively. The CNRM and UKMO GCMs both have the lowest model level538

at just 10m above the surface. Initial findings (scatter plots not shown here) indicate that539

the height of the lowest atmospheric model level does not play a clear role in driving char-540

acteristics of the RCE experiments. It is well known that grid spacing in GCMs influ-541

ences fundamental characteristics of the climate such as cloud distributions and the rel-542

ative humidity (e.g. Reed & Medeiros, 2016; Herrington & Reed, 2020). An intercom-543

parison of GCMs running RCE using the same grid would be useful.544

Among the CRMs that completed simulations on the large domain there are a few545

‘families’ of models that share some components. The list below details this in extreme546

brevity, further specifications of RCEMIP models can be found in the supporting infor-547

mation of Wing et al. (2020).548

‚ UKMO: The configurations of the UKMO-CASIM, UKMO-RA1-T and UKMO-549

RA1-T-nocloud are very similar to each other. UKMO-CASIM can be thought550

of as the base model. UKMO-RA1-T has different microphysics and uses a sub-551

grid cloud scheme. The UKMO-RA1-T-nocloud simply disable this sub-grid cloud552

scheme.553

‚ WRF: WRF-COL-CRM and WRF-CRM are very different models. The radia-554

tion schemes, the microphysics, and the turbulence schemes all differ. However,555

they both uses double moment microphysics (but not the same scheme). They have556

the same BL scheme, but different sub-grid turbulence. The multiple ensembles557

of the WRF-GCM are based off of the WRF-COL-CRM model.558

‚ ICON: The two ICON CRMs (ICON-LEM and ICON-NWP) use the same dy-559

namical core, grid, parameterization of longwave and shortwave radiation (RRTMG),560

and two-moment mixed phase bulk microphysics scheme (Seifert & Beheng, 2006).561

The parameterizations for BL turbulence, subgrid-scale turbulence, and cloud cover562

differ.563
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